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Abstract— Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are a form 

of infrastructure less wireless networks. Clustering is an 

important feature of MANET. Cluster architecture increases 

network life, scalability and results in more efficient use of 

network resources.  In cluster architecture of MANET 

various clusters of mobile nodes are formed dynamically 

with each cluster having its own clusterhead which is 

responsible for routing among clusters. Selection of cluster 

head during cluster formation is a critical issue. Cluster head 

maintain a list of nodes belonging to the same cluster and 

maintains a path to each of these nodes. Updation of path is 

done in proactive manner. Cluster head also maintain list of 

gateways. In this paper we propose and implement a 

weighted clustering algorithm for MANETs which based on 

combined weight metric that takes into account three system 

parameters like the node degree, energy and single to noise 

ratio of the nodes.  This will help us to selection of best 

suitable node as a cluster head from all other node within the 

network. We have evaluated the performance of the 

proposed scheme through simulation in various network 

situations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless technologies become more popular from last 

decades due to great evolution, there has been an 

increasingly wide utilization of mobile devices such as 

smart phones, laptop, PDA etc. Wireless network provide 

flexibility at considerable low costs. Mobile Ad-hoc 

Network or MANIT is a kind of wireless network. 

MANET is infrastructure less, self-organized and 

decentralized network. MANIT become popular due to its 

advantages of low cost, plug-and-play convenience and 

flexibility. MANIT is Collection of multiple mobile nodes 

which can communicate with each other through unguided 

media. Each node in MANET can communicate directly 

with any other node if they are reside within the range of 

each other, whereas intermediate nodes are required for 

communicating with nodes which are not reside within the 

range of each other. Devices in MANIT are free to move 

randomly and arbitrarily organized themselves. MANET can 

work in standalone fashion or it can also connected to a 

fixed infrastructure with the help of gateway devices to 

provide internet facility even in remote places. 

MANET architecture can either be flat or 

hierarchical. Flat routing schemes need to store complete 

routing details of the entire network topology, just like 

internet, the flat network architecture of MANET encounters 

the scalability problem when the network size is increases. 

Stability is become more challenging in MANET due to 

mobility of nodes. Hence clustering algorithms are proposed 

in MANETs to address scalability and to support quality of 

service effectively in a multi hop network. In a hierarchical 

network, nodes are partitioned into several groups called 

clusters. 

The concept of dividing the geographical region to 

be covered into small zones is known as cluster. Cluster 

architecture are proposed in MANET to address scalability 

and to support quality of service effectively in a multi hop 

network. In a hierarchical (mobile ad-hoc network) network, 

mobile devices or nodes are partitioned into several groups 

called clusters. Nodes are categories three way in a cluster. 

They are clusterhead, gateway and ordinary node. The idea 

behind clustering is effective in managing resources in 

MANET and provides power management. In clustering 

scheme some nodes are elected as clusterheads. Any node 

can become a clusterhead if it fulfills all necessary 

functionality, such as processing and transmission power. A 

clusterhead normally work as a coordinator for its cluster, 

performing intra-cluster communication, data forwarding, 

and responsible for routing data and control messages for all 

nodes within the cluster. Finding an optimal set of 

clusterheads with one or more clustering metrics is NP-hard. 

Gateway is non clusterhead nodes have communication 

links with the gateway nodes of neighboring clusters and 

forward information between clusters. After electing 

clusterheads, and cluster gateway other nodes that affiliate 

with its neighbouring clusterheads are cluster member and 

usually known as ordinary node. 

 
Fig 1: Cluster structure illustration. 

A. Why Do MANET Require Clustering: 

In MANET cluster architecture require to achieve basic 

performance with large number of mobile terminals. 

Clustering mechanisms for MANET have been proposed for 

power saving and load balancing. They are an important 

technology because they make it possible to reduce the 

power consumption of each node and extend the life of 

network. Clustering provide effective topology control, 

which include at least three goals. First a cluster structure 

beneficial for spatial reuse of resources which increase the 

system capacity. Two clusters may deploy the same 

frequency and code set if they are not overlapping and 

neighbour cluster respectably. The second benefit of 

clustering is in routing. In clustering the set of cluster head 

CH and cluster gateway CG can form virtual backbone for 

inter-clustering routing, thus it facilitate to reduce the 

routing information over head by generating and spreading 

of routing information to restricted set of nodes. Third 

benefit, by using cluster structure an ad hoc network may 
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appear smaller and more stable. When a mobile node switch 

cluster, information will update with only those nodes which 

residing in the corresponding cluster. Cluster formation 

should be in such a manner that it neither too large nor too 

small. In a very large cluster, traffic of transmitted 

information from members to their cluster-head is increased 

so cluster-head have lots of overheads, and then the cluster-

head could not deliver messages on efficient time limit or 

may be lost all energy. If cluster formation is very small 

clusters may not be stable and changed frequently in 

network because the re-affiliation of network rose.  

B. Cost of Clustering  

Clustering is use to achieve scalability in the presence of a 

large number of mobile nodes. However, a cluster-based 

MANET has its own side effects and drawbacks because 

constructing and maintaining a cluster structure usually 

requires additional overhead compared with a flat-based 

MANET. But Flat routing schemes need to store complete 

routing details of the entire network topology, which leads 

to scalability issues. Therefore clustering algorithms are 

proposed in MANETs to address scalability and to support 

quality of service effectively in a multi hop 

network[DSB/3].It show that cost of clustering is key issue 

to validate the effectiveness and scalability enhancement of 

a cluster structure. Cost of clustering is depends on the 

combination of following parameter: 

C. Dynamic Change Scenario: 

Dynamically changing scenario requires explicit message 

exchange between mobile nodes to maintain cluster 

structure. When network topology changes quickly and 

involves many mobile nodes, increases the messages of 

clustering-related information exchange drastically. 

Frequent information exchange may consume bandwidth 

and drain energy of mobile nodes quickly so that upper-

layer applications cannot be perform due to the inadequacy 

of available resources or the lack of support from related 

mobile nodes. 

D. Re-Clustering:  

Due to some local event like high mobility or die of mobile 

node some clustering schema rebuilt the cluster structure 

over whole network. This re-election of cluster head is 

known as ripple effect of re-clustering. Ripple effect of re-

clustering may greatly affect the performance of clustering 

algorithm. 

E. Importance of Cluster Head: 

Cluster head work as a local coordinator for its cluster. It 

performs intracluster transmission control, data forwarding, 

and so on. Most Clustering scheme is done in two phases, 

cluster formation and cluster maintenance. Cluster head 

election take place in both cases. During cluster formation 

these schemes assume that all nodes are statics. In practical 

nodes are not statics. In MANET all routing is done through 

the cluster head it means Cluster head is center point of the 

MANET. Due to this responsibility cluster head must be the 

best node in each cluster. How to elect CH from all other 

member node is a complex problem. Many researchers 

published many methods on that issue but still CH election 

is not effective. What should be the parameters for CH 

election is an important issue. WCA is one of the best 

algorithm and widely use for cluster formation. WCA use 

degree of node, Energy, Mobility and communication range 

We use WCA for cluster formation. Signal strength and 

buffer size is very   important in wireless communication 

that makes signal strength an important parameter for cluster 

head election. WCA neither calculate signal strength nor 

buffer size for CH election which can make WCA more 

efficient. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

History of clustering is become rich in past two decade. Due 

to high dynamic nature of MANETs routing protocol is an 

important aspect for this network. Cluster architecture is 

beneficial to both proactive and reactive routing protocol. 

Cluster architecture comes in focus when C. R. Lin and M. 

Gerla, introduce “Adaptive Clustering for Mobile Wireless 

network” in 1997. They proposed a multi hop network 

architecture in which nodes are organized in such a way that 

nodes are not in overlapping cluster. 

Today a large number of clustering algorithms are 

available proposed by many researchers, they can be 

classified into different manner .Classification can be done 

on the basis of parameter like mobility, energy, load 

balancing and so on. All proposed clustering method 

attempts to achieve a specific objective. Joint the possible 

characteristics, The Stable Clustering Algorithm  want to  

create a MANETs that can  contain large number of nodes 

moving at high speeds by minimize re-clustering operations, 

and increase network stability the. To achieve this aim, the 

algorithm is based on adaptation to the changes of the 

network topology and reduction of clusterhead reelections. 

To avoid frequent CH reelection, the algorithm initially 

chooses the nodes that best meet some required metrics such 

as, energy, mobility, connectivity and communication range. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In all previous work on WCA most researcher consider four 

parameter for CH election as a combined matrix those are 

mostly Degree of each node for connectivity, Mobility of 

node for stability, Energy level for better life time and 

Distance of nodes for check the range limitation. 

In this paper we proposed to use of signal strength and 

buffer size of nodes as a parameter of election of cluster 

head in WCA. Signal strength is also calculated in by 

direction signal strength at the time of sending and at the 

time of receiving.  

The clustering of network is provides the high 

scalability and efficiency during communication, thus the 

presented work is provided for the network stability and 

improving the efficiency of the system. The proposed 

routing technique is based on the WCA weighted clustering 

approach where using four different routing parameters 

optimum communication and scaling is provided. The 

system includes the following parameters: 

1) Connectivity: the optimum cluster needs to be having 

a higher degree of connectivity from all the nodes in 

current cluster. By which the maximum nodes are 

getting services directly from the cluster heads in 

efficient way. these are: 

The set of neighbours of each node v called N(v). 

(e.g. if the distance between v and v' is less than the 
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transmission range of v then v' is neighbour of v). Set 

dv, the degree of v. 

The degree difference for each node 

   |    | 
Where   pre-defined threshold is means the number 

of nodes that a cluster-head can handle ideally. 

2) Mobility: the higher mobility in nodes leads path 

break and frequent network partitioning, thus the 

more stable nodes are able to form a more stable 

clusters therefore minimum mobile node is able to 

provide services more efficiently   

3) Remain energy: during communication for each event 

performed by the routers needs some amount of 

energy, such as data sending, receiving and routing a 

significant amount of energy is consumed. Thus the 

cluster head needs a sufficient remaining energy for 

serving the neighbour nodes. 

4) Bandwidth and router load: the wireless links having 

the un-similar bandwidth therefore the in both 

direction the available throughput is different, if the 

obtained throughput is fewer than others then it is not 

efficient routing technique, on the other hand the 

mobile nodes having a limited amount of memory 

and processing capability , that is provided using the 

buffer length, thus a combined parameter is provided 

using available signal strength and the available 

buffer, which provides the higher throughput during 

inner and inter cluster communication. 

A. Weight Calculation 

1) Connectivity number of nodes in range=w1 

Where c = degree of nodes +degree difference  

2) Remaining energy =e 

                             ∑    

 

   

 

3) Signal to Noise Ratio  

SNR=10log(Rx_Power/Noise) 

So  

                    

B. Cluster-head Selection Algorithm 

1) Each node finds its neighbours and builds its 

neighbourhood table.  

2) Each node computes its weight by calling the 

weight calculation algorithm given above.  

3) Each node transmits its weight to its neighbours. If 

it has highest weight among its neighbours, it sets 

the cl-head variable to 1, otherwise, the cl-head 

variable is set to 0.   

 The node with maximum weight broadcasts cl-head 

message to other nodes. 

C. Performance Metrics 

The focus was concentrated on three performance metrics: 

 End-to-End Throughput 

 End-to-End delay 

 Communication overhead 

 We have analyze packet delivery ratio, Average 

End-to-End delay and Routing Overhead for AODV 

protocol without wormhole attack, with wormhole attack 

and proposed modified AODV protocol. The tabular and 

graphical representation shown below. 

D. End-to-End Throughput 

Ratio of successful message delivery over a communication 

channel is known as throughput. 

Unit of throughput i= bits/time or bits/timeslot. 

The overall system throughput ղ; is defined as the 

number of bits that can be transmitted in all i connections 

per second. For any connection, its end-to-end throughput is 

the same as the bitssuccessfully transmitted by the node 

which is the previous hop of the destination. In our network 

scenario, where every node has the same time fraction for 

data transmission, ղ can be calculated by  

   ∑    

 

   

 

Graphical representation of result for 50 nodes is 

given below. 

 
Fig. 2: Throughput comparison for 50 node Graphical 

representation of result for nodes is given below. 100 

 
Fig. 3: Throughput comparison for 100 node 

E. End-to-End delay 

It is the time taken by a packet to travel from source to 

destination in MANET. It is combination of delays in the 

whole process of transfer from source to destination. Packet 

end-to-end delay in case of WCA and EWCA depends on 

the protocol routing procedure and number of nodes 

involved. 

 In the given diagrams the X axis demonstrates the 

number of nodes and the respective delay in ms is indicated 

in Y axis. Additionally the orange bar demonstrates the End-

to-End delay under normal AODV conditions, aqua bar 

demonstrate the End-to-End delay of WCA and the green 
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bar shows the End-to-End delay of the proposed EWCA 

routing technique. 

The End to End delay of network, when number of 

nodes are 20 is given below in figure  

Graphical representation of result for 50 nodes is 

given below. 

 
Fig. 4: End to End Delay for 50 Node 

Graphical representation of result for 100 nodes is 

given below. 

 
Fig. 5: End to End Delay for 100 Node 

F. Clustering Overhead 

The clustering overhead indicates the amount of additional 

calculation and reelection of CH due to unsuccessful 

transmission in network. In the given diagrams the X axis 

demonstrates the number of node and the respective routing 

overhead is indicated in Y axis. Additionally the orange bar 

demonstrates the routing overhead under normal AODV, 

aqua bar demonstrate the overhead of existing algorithm 

WCA and the green bar shows the routing overhead of the 

proposed EWCA. According to the evaluated results the 

routing overhead of the proposed technique is much 

adaptable due to less routing overhead. 

Graphical representation of result for 50 nodes is 

given below. 

 
Fig. 6: Overhead Comparison for 50 Node 

Graphical representation of result for 100 nodes is given 

below. 

 
Fig. 7: Overhead Comparison for 100 Node 

G. Overall comparison of End to End Delay: 

The overall comparison of End to End delay in ms between 

AODV, WCA and EWCA  

 
Fig. 8: Overall End To End Delay Comparison 

Table1 shows End to End Comparison between 

AODV, WCA and EWCA in numeric form. 

No. of nodes AODV WCA EWCA 

50 15.18 13.85 12.18 

100 32.66 28.56 29.16 

Table 1: End to End Comparison 

H. Overall comparison of Throughput  

 
Fig 9: Overall Throughput Comparison 

Table 2 shows Throughput Comparison between 

AODV, WCA and EWCA in numeric form. 

No. of nodes AODV WCA EWCA 

50 119.40 110.66 130.31 

100 109.45 115.12 129.45 

Table 2: Throughput Comparison 
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I. Overall comparison of Clustering Overhead 

 
Fig 10: Overall Clustering Overhead Comparison 

Table 3 shows Overhead Comparison between 

AODV, WCA and EWCA in numeric form. 

No.of nodes AODV WCA EWCA 

50 7 6.5 6.2 

100 18 16.5 15.16 

Table 3: Overhead Comparison 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we use remaining energy, Bandwidth and 

buffer length which can provide efficient routing due to save 

energy and increase the packet delivery ratio.  
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